
Subject: Keep Fremont whole...

From: Bridget <

Date: 7/17/2011 4:12 AM

To: 

Dear Commissioners:
 
I am concerned with the maps that you are proposing for the Tri City
Congressional and Assembly districts. You have ignored the testimony from
countless individuals from the Tri-City community. You have ignored the
wishes of a community and have disfranchised the people that live in these
communities.
Through the Tri-City Maps that were submitted, you were provided options
that would address many of the changes you needed to make. On one hand
you listen to concerns of some communities and address their concerns while
totally ignoring ours. Why? Fremont is the 4th largest city in the Bay area.
 
Tri-cities needs to be represented as one. We need to keep Fremont, Newark,
Union City whole. The Tri City Map that we provided you protects the
communities of interest of Fremont/Newark/Union city. Community activists
have attended every public hearing at Oakland, San Jose, Sacramento and
San Jose. They have had a large presence every time.
 
I ask for you to reconsider the maps in which Fremont and the Tri-Cities are
split. This cannot stand.

Sincerely,
Bridget Mayberry
Retired Jr. High Teacher
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Subject: Keep the Tri-ci es as a single District!

From: Alan L Nagy <

Date: 7/17/2011 7:10 PM

To: "  <

Dear Commissioners:
 
No sooner do I send you an email thanking you for the wisdom for keeping the Tri-cities together, than you
change the map yet once again. You have ignored the testimony from countless individuals from the Tri-City
community. You have ignored the wishes of a community and have disfranchised the people that live in these
communities.
Through the Tri-City Maps that were submitted, you were provided options that would address many of the
changes you needed to make. On one hand you listen to concerns of some communities and address their

concerns while totally ignoring ours. Why? Fremont is the 4th largest city in the Bay area.
 
Tri-city needs to be represented as one. We need to keep Fremont, Newark, Union City whole. The Tri-city
Map that we provided you protects the communities of interest of Fremont/Newark/Union city. Community
activists have attended every public hearing at Oakland, San Jose, Sacramento and San Jose. They have had a
large presence every time.
 
I ask for you to reconsider the maps in which Fremont and the Tri-Cities are split. This cannot stand.
 

Regards,

 

Alan Nagy
Councilmember
City of Newark

Keep	the	Tri-cities	as	a	single	District! 	
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Subject: Tri City Map

From: luck Chart <

Date: 7/17/2011 11:54 AM

To: "  <

CC: luck Chart <

Dear Commissioners:
 
I am concerned with the maps that you are proposing for the Tri City
Congressional and Assembly districts. You have ignored the testimony from
countless individuals from the Tri-City community. You have ignored the
wishes of a community and have disfranchised the people that live in these
communities.
Through the Tri-City Maps that were submitted, you were provided options
that would address many of the changes you needed to make. On one hand
you listen to concerns of some communities and address their concerns while
totally ignoring ours. Why? Fremont is the 4th largest city in the Bay area.
 
Tri-cities needs to be represented as one. We need to keep Fremont, Newark,
Union City whole. The Tri City Map that we provided you protects the
communities of interest of Fremont/Newark/Union city. Community activists
have attended every public hearing at Oakland, San Jose, Sacramento and
San Jose. They have had a large presence every time.
 
I ask for you to reconsider the maps in which Fremont and the Tri-Cities are
split. This cannot stand.

Sincerely Yours,
Luck Rukchart

Tri	City	Map 	
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